We numerically analyze the use of intense entangled twin beams for ultrasensitive spectroscopic measurements in chemical and biological systems. The examined scheme makes use of intense frequency-modulated (chirped) entangled beams to successfully extract information about the intermediate material states that contribute to the two-photon excitation of an absorbing medium. Robustness of the presented method is examined with respect to the applied intervals of the frequency chirp.
Introduction
Quantum entanglement, which lies at the heart of modern quantum spectroscopy [1, 2, 3] has been recognized as a powerful resource for the development of novel methods and applications in various fields of research, including quantum cryptography [4] , quantum computing [5] , and quantum metrology [6] . In particular, regarding the latter, the use of entangled light in two-photon absorption (TPA) spectroscopy has already received a great deal of attention [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] because of the unique phenomena that arise in the interaction of entangled photon pairs with matter. As examples, we mention linear scaling of the TPA rates on the photon flux [14] , two-photon-induced transparency [15] , the ability to select different states in complex biological aggregates [16] , and the control of entanglement in matter [17, 18] . Indeed, the prediction and observation of these fascinating effects can be understood as a direct consequence of the dependence of the TPA signal on the properties of quantum light that interacts with the sample [19, 20, 21] .
Among different techniques proposed over the years, entangled-photon based spectroscopy techniques such as the virtual-state (VSS) and pump-probe (PPS) spectroscopies [1, 22, 2, 23, 3] have proved to be a unique tool for extracting information about the intermediate levels [24, 25] , that contribute to the twophoton excitation of an absorbing medium. In these techniques, intermediate transitions, a signature of the medium, are experimentally revealed by introducing a time delay between photons comprising a state entangled in frequencies.
Regardless of some experimental issues expressed in the original proposal of VSS, it can be considered as a new route towards novel applications in ultrasensitive detection [26] . In this contribution, we propose an experimental scheme that can successfully overcome two issues. Generally speaking, quantum based spectroscopic methods are usually experimentally challenging due to the low TPA rates and required weak sources of photon pairs. This first issue is addressed by considering that the medium interacts with a twin beam composed by a larger number of entangled photon pairs and generated by means of intense parametric down-conversion (PDC) [27, 28, 29] . Indeed, properties of such twin beams have been commonly investigated [30, 31, 32] and, more importantly, it has been shown that strong quantum frequency correlations inside the twin beam persist even at these higher photon-flux conditions as shown in [33] and also later in [34, 35, 36] .
A 3D model of an intense twin beam developed in [37] has revealed that typically tens of independent dual spectral Schmidt modes are found in such intense twin beams in quantum superpositions. For ultrashort pump pulses, these Schmidt modes are delocalized in the whole twinbeam spectral range which guarantees the performance of the VSS in the whole used spectral region. Though the weights of individual members in these quantum superposition change with the increasing twin-beam intensity, there still remains sufficient numbers of comparably populated members that keep quantum character of the twin-beam state that allow for the VSS. The use of such twin beams in the quantum spectroscopy has been recently discussed in [38] .
The second issue comes with the necessity of averaging over several realizations differing in temporal correlations (entanglement) between the photons obtained by either changing the width of the pump pulse (in Type-I nonlinear process) or the length of the nonlinear crystal (Type-II) in each realization [1] , which can be experimentally cumbersome. This approach is required to correctly identify the transition frequencies in a detected signal from their combinations. We note that the detected signal encompasses contributions from all possible quantum paths that lead to the absorption of two photons with the participation of two arbitrary intermediate levels. However, only the paths at which the same intermediate level is used give us the looked-for energies of the intermediate levels. Alternatively to the discussed averaging approaches, we may vary and control the properties of entangled photon pairs by modifying the spatial shape of the pump beam [39, 40] . To address this issue, we make use of a technique in which the spectral entanglement between photons is modified by frequency variations in the spectrum of the signal beam. Such approach has been extensively studied in Refs. [41, 42, 43] . Because typical correlation times of down-converted photons are found in the femtosecond domain, one needs to make sure that any frequency modulation of photons is done in the ultrafast regime. Such methods already exist, in particular those based on the use of spatial light modulators, which have shown to be extremely efficient for femtosecond pulse shaping [43] .
Here we show that this technique can also be used to extract information about the energy-level structure of the sample by computing the relative variance of several TPA signals obtained for different signal frequency chirps, as depicted in Fig. 1 . Robustness of the proposed method, which is an important practical issue, is also discussed later.
Our proposed scheme might open a new avenue towards the experimental implementation of quantum spectroscopy by overcoming the low photon-flux issue, while maintaining the most important feature of this technique which lies in the fact that, unlike other commonly used TPA spectroscopy techniques that require sophisticated tunable sources, it can be implemented by carrying out pulsed or continuous-wave absorption measurements without changing the wavelength of the source [1, 44, 2] . The use of spectrally broad-band photon-pair fields, that may cover even 2-3 hundreds of nm in the visible spectral range, together with the fact that VSS scans the whole spectral range in each measurement repetition make the VSS in principle superior above the other conventionally used spectroscopic methods with tunable light sources. We note that the effect of scanning the whole spectral range in each experimental repetition is reached also when two ultrashort pulses with exactly opposed chirps are applied to observe twophoton absorption, as suggested in [16] . However, practical realization of this method would require perfect synchronization of both chirps and moreover the covered spectral range, that is derived from the pulses spectral widths, would be quite narrow.
Theoretical background
Let us consider the interaction of a medium with a twin beam, described by the interaction HamiltonianĤ I (t) =μ (t)Ê (+) (t), whereμ (t) is the medium dipole-moment operator andÊ
(t) is the overall positive-frequency electric-field operator, with subscripts s and i denoting the signal and idler fields that constitute the twin beam. Notice that we have included a time delay τ between the fields, which is needed for implementing the pump-probe technique.
We assume that the medium is initially in its ground state |g (with energy ǫ g ). Then, the probability that the medium is excited into its final state |f (with energy ǫ f ), through a TPA process, is obtained by means of second-order time-dependent perturbation theory in the form [22, 45, 46] : Figure 1 : Proposed experimental setup. A pump pulse, with time duration τp and power Pp, interacts with a nonlinear crystal of length L, which serves as a source of twin beams composed of many photon pairs. The generated photons are spatially separated and a time delay τ between them is introduced. Information about virtual transitions is then obtained by monitoring the two-photon absorption rate as a function of delay τ . In order to obtain the relative variances of resolved spectral peaks, the signal-beam spectrum is modulated by a phase modulator generating a frequency chirp ξs.
where M stands for the two-point temporal dipole-moment correlation function,
denotes the optical-field fourth-order
and stands for the reduced Planck constant. Equation (1) describes the response of the medium to the applied twin beam and µ f j and µ jg are the transition matrix elements of the dipole-moment operator between the states specified in the subscript. Notice that the excitation of the medium occurs through intermediate, fast decaying, states |j , with complex energy eigenvalues ǫ j =ǫ j − iκ j ;ǫ j is the energy eigenvalue of the jth intermediate level and κ j gives its natural line-width.
On the other hand, Eq. (2), giving the fourth-order field correlation function [47, 48] , characterizes statistical properties of the interacting optical fields. In what follows, we concentrate on the description of the quantum fields comprising the twin beam, whose temporal (as well as spectral) correlations are controlled by frequency variations in the spectrum of the signal field.
We note that these correlations are by definition quantum as they describe the properties of spectral quantum superpositions of the Schmidt dual modes comprising the twin beam (see below). The intense twin beams composed of many photon pairs can be conveniently described by using the two-step procedure [35, 37, 49, 33, 38] .
Photon fields occurring in Eq. (2) are described by the field operators [50] :
n j is the index of refraction of field j, andâ j (z, ω j ) stands for the photon annihilation operator of a mode with frequency ω j . The corresponding longitudinal wave-vector is denoted as k zj . A q is the quantization area. The standard procedure for obtaining the quantum state of photon twin beams, that is based on the first-order perturbation solution of the Schrödinger equation, results in the following spectrally entangled two-photon state |Φ :
The two-photon spectral amplitude Φ (ω s , ω i ) introduced in Eq. (4) is equal to:
where the constant
. The pump-pulse duration is denoted as τ p . The parameter η p = P p /ǫ 0 cf n p quantifies the pump amplitude, which depends on pump power P p , pump repetition rate f , medium index of refraction n p , and the speed of light c. The central frequency of the pump field is denoted as ω 0 p . The nonlinear medium of length L is characterized via the nonlinear susceptibility ξ (2) . The Schmidt decomposition of the normalized two-photon spectral amplitudeΦ,Φ = Φ/N and N 2 = dω s dω i |Φ (ω s , ω i ) | 2 , reveals pairs of spectral modes [51, 52] obeying the relation:
Here
is the set of singular values belonging to singular vectors {f s,g (ω s )} ∞ g=1
and {f i,g (ω i )} 
The inverse relation attains the form:
These Schmidt modes enter to the Heisenberg equations [33, 35] to obtain the solutions for monochromatic fields:
here u g = cosh(N λ g ) and v g = sinh(N λ g ). Substitution of Eq. (8) into Eq (3) giving the signal and idler electric-field amplitudesÊ
(z = L, t), j = s, i, allows us to evaluate the optical-field fourth-order correlation function
. To identify the correct intermediate levels among all spectral peaks, we introduce a quadratic frequency chirp, controlled by the parameter ξ s , to the signal-photon path (or, equivalently, to the idler-photon path). This is accomplished by transforming the signal-photon operators given by Eq. (8) in the following wayâ
Finally, the mean photon-pair number N j of the twin beam is determined by
This means that in order to have intense twin beams, the condition N j = ∞ g=1 |v g | 2 ≫ 1 has to be satisfied.
Numerical Results
With the aim of demonstrating the capability of the proposed scheme for extracting information about the energy level structure of the medium, we consider a model system whose two-photon transitions take place via three intermediate states with randomly-chosen energies ǫ j = {1.586, 1.604, 1.619} eV and the doubly-excited state satisfying the condition ǫ f − ǫ g = 3.0996 eV. For the simplicity, we set all transition dipole moments µ f k and µ kg such µ f k µ kg / 2 = 1 m 2 .V −2 .s 1)] as a function of the delay between the pulses, each of which carrying N j ≈ 100 photons. The TPA transition signal is normalized with respect to its maximal value in the whole range of τ . Notice the non-monotonic behaviour of the TPA transition probability. This phenomenon, related to the entanglement-induced two-photon transparency [15] , arises from the quantum interference between different interaction pathways, shown in Figure 3 , through which two-photon excitation of ]. To address this issue, we introduce a new method that benefits from different strengths of transition probability fluctuations characterizing the sought and undesired peaks, which originate from the twin-beam spectral changes induced by the signal-frequency chirp ξ s . These fluctuations are quantified by the relative variance R n defined as:
where P n is the transition probability of the nth spectral peak, and To compare our approach with the original proposal [1] , we perform in parallel an average of the TPA signal over different crystal lengths. The obtained spectrum of the averaged signal is plotted in Fig. 2(d) . In the spectrum, the positions of the peaks that emerge from the Fourier transform of the averaged TPA signal exactly match those identified in our approach by the lowest available fluctuations. This demonstrates that our spectroscopic method can successfully retrieve information about the intermediate-state energies. Importantly, in contrast to the original implementation of VSS, the average is done by simply changing the chirp introduced into the signal beam. Since a full-scale proof of the presented method is numerically highly demanding, we show the application of our approach on additional examples of model systems having 2 and 3 intermediate levels with random energies. For each configuration, a suitable crystal length has been used and subsequently calculations of TPA signals for varying ξ s have been performed. From the obtained spectra of TPA signals we calculate the relative variances. In Fig. 4 Notice that the results presented in Fig. 4 show that the energy levels of the sample appear as those with the minimal relative variances, thus providing a simple way to characterize the electronic-level structure of an unknown sample.
Conclusion
A new scheme for the implementation of quantum entangled spectroscopy has been suggested and analyzed. The proposed scheme makes use of intense twin beams with the spectral chirp introduced to the signal beam. With our technique, we were able to successfully retrieve the information about the energy-level structure of an absorbing medium by statistically analyzing twophoton transition probabilities obtained for different mutual time delays and signal-frequency chirps, using just a single nonlinear crystal. 
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